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USE OF REPORT
The preparation of this report has been undertaken for the purpose of providing the results of a
Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment of the Berwick Campus Development site of Monash
University at Clyde Road, Berwick, Victoria, and this report cannot be used for any other purpose.

This report is prepared solely for the benefit of Monash University, and is provided on the condition
that it or any part of it will not be made available to, or relied upon by, any other party for any purpose
except with the prior written consent of Peter J Ramsay & Associates Pty Ltd (whose consent may or
may not be given at its discretion). Peter J Ramsay & Associates Pty Ltd consents to Monash
University making this report available to other parties for the purpose of showing the scope of, and
the recommendations provided in, this report, however those third parties cannot rely on the contents
of this report.

DISCLAIMER
This report is provided on the condition that Peter J Ramsay & Associates Pty Ltd disclaims all liability
to any person other than Monash University in respect of the actions, errors or omissions of any such
person in reliance, whether in whole or in part, upon the contents of this report.

LIMITATIONS
Peter J Ramsay & Associates Pty Ltd has undertaken this Environmental Site Assessment in
accordance with EPA and National guidelines. The nature of an Environmental Site Assessment is
influenced by factors such as professional judgement, selective testing of representative samples
from the site, and the reliability of the information relating to the site which was obtained by the
methodology described in this report. Reasonable care has been taken to verify the accuracy of the
data and information available to Peter J Ramsay & Associates Pty Ltd.

Our findings presented in this report are based on the information available to us during this
Environmental Site Assessment, and some of those findings could vary if the information upon which
they are based is determined to be false, inaccurate, or incomplete. Peter J Ramsay & Associates
Pty Ltd disclaims all liability to any person for events taking place after the time during which the
Environmental Site Assessment was undertaken.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) was performed of the Berwick Campus
Development site, Monash University, Clyde Road, Berwick, Victoria (‘the site’) for Monash
University. The objective of the Phase 1 ESA was to evaluate the environmental condition of the site
by identifying any potential sources of contamination which may represent a significant environmental
liability should the site be redeveloped for a sensitive land use. The investigation was performed in
accordance with the National Environment Protection (Assessment of Site Contamination) Measure
1999 (ASC NEPM) and is consistent with a Preliminary Site Investigation as per the ASC NEPM.
The site is an irregular shaped allotment, 54.65 hectares in size, which slopes gently from east to
west. Land surrounding the site is used for a variety of purposes including residential (north, south),
commercial and/or industrial (north, east), recreational (north, south) and educational (east)
purposes. Major transport infrastructure forms the southern (Princes Freeway), eastern (Clyde Road),
and part of the northern (Pakenham Railway Line) boundaries of the site.
The site history review undertaken for the Phase 1 ESA indicates that the site was likely vacant or
agricultural land until 1938, at which time Casey Airfield was established on the land. The airfield
ceased operations in 1994 and in 1996 the Berwick campus of Monash University was established on
a portion of the site. Nossal High School, Insight Education Centre and Berwick Healthcare were also
later established on the site. The bulk of the site, however, remains vacant, agricultural land. In light
of the former use of the site as an airfield, there is the potential for contamination to have occurred
due to activities associated with airfield operations, such as refuelling and servicing of aircraft, and
from the demolition of former airfield buildings.
The site inspection undertaken for the Phase 1 ESA identified a number of potential sources of
contamination which could pose a risk to the beneficial uses of the land and/or groundwater protected
under the State Environment Protection Policy. These sources should be subject to further
investigation. In particular, numerous stockpiles of potentially contaminated fill were observed mainly
in the south-eastern portion of the site. Fill is also indicated to have been historically imported onto
the site for development purposes. In addition, historical information coupled with field observations
indicates that wastes, including asbestos containing material (ACM), have been buried in the vicinity
of the airfield buildings in the eastern portion of the site. Although a number of potential sources of
contamination have been identified, potential impacts are likely to be largely restricted to the
developed portions of the site.
On the basis of the site history review, the site inspection, and the conceptual site model, there does
not appear to be any significant impediment from an environmental perspective to prevent the
development of the site for a sensitive land use. However, it is noted that further investigation and
some remediation and/or management is likely to be necessary to accommodate a more sensitive
land use, for example if asbestos impacts are identified in land proposed to be developed (or
redeveloped) for a sensitive land use.
In order to determine the suitability of the site for a sensitive land use, a Detailed Site Investigation in
accordance with the ASC NEPM should be undertaken in portions of the site that have medium and
high potential for contamination to be present, including the northern portion of the site and the
historic airfield area in the eastern portion of the site. In addition, a limited targeted soil investigation
should be undertaken on the land that is currently utilised for agricultural purposes to confirm that
there are no significant impacts that would warrant detailed investigation or remediation.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
ACM

Asbestos Containing Material

AGST

Above Ground Storage Tank

ASC NEPM National Environment Protection (Assessment of Site Contamination) Measure 1999
BGL

Below Ground Level

BPHS

Berwick Pakenham Historical Society

CPS

Cathodic Protection System

CSM

Conceptual Site Model

DELWP

Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning

DBYD

Dial Before You Dig

DSI

Detailed Site Investigation

EPA

Environment Protection Authority Victoria

ESA

Environmental Site Assessment

ESV

Energy Safe Victoria

GQRUZ

Groundwater Quality Restricted Use Zone

MAH

Monocyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon

OCP

Organochlorine Pesticide

OPP

Organophosphate Pesticide

PAH

Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon

RHSV

Royal Historical Society of Victoria

SEPP

State Environment Protection Policy

TRH

Total Recoverable Hydrocarbon

UPSS

Underground Petroleum Storage System

VOC

Volatile Organic Compound
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1.

INTRODUCTION

On 2 May 2016 Monash University engaged Peter J Ramsay & Associates Pty Ltd to perform a
Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) of the Berwick Campus Development site of Monash
University at Clyde Road, Berwick, Victoria (the site). The location of the site is shown in Figure F1.

It is understood that Monash University is working with the Metropolitan Planning Authority and
Casey City Council to include the land in the Berwick Health and Education Precinct Comprehensive
Development Plan. The Berwick Health and Education Precinct is proposed to allow for a wide range
of land uses including residential.

The Phase 1 ESA involved a review of the site history, an inspection of the site, development of a
Conceptual Site Model (CSM) and preparation of this report. The purpose of the Phase 1 ESA is to
evaluate the environmental condition of the site by identifying any potential sources of contamination
arising from past and present activities undertaken at the site.

The Phase 1 ESA was performed in accordance with the National Environment Protection
(Assessment of Site Contamination) Measure 1999 (ASC NEPM), as is consistent with a Preliminary
Site Investigation in accordance with the ASC NEPM. Our conclusions and recommendations are
presented in Section 5 of this report.

1.1

Scope

The scope of the Phase 1 ESA included:


Review of relevant documentation relating to the site, including title certificates, site plans and
any previous environmental and geotechnical reports (where available);



Site history review including:
- Inspection of current and historic aerial photographs of the site and surrounds held by the
Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP) and Google Earth;
- Inspection of historic maps of the site and surrounds held by the State Library Victoria;
- Enquiries to City of Casey, WorkSafe Victoria, Energy Safe Victoria, and historical societies
for information on the previous land uses and developments;
- Review of current and historic title certificates for the site;
- Review of publicly available Environment Protection Authority Victoria (EPA) records,
including the EPA Priority Sites Register database, list of properties for which a Certificate
or Statement of Environmental Audit has been issued, and map of Groundwater Quality
Restricted Use Zones (GQRUZs);



Site inspection of 22 June 2016;
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Appraisal of the expected hydrogeology, geology and soil chemistry at the site as required by
EPA guidelines;



Development of a CSM, including an assessment of the potential for the historical and present
use of the site and surrounding land uses to cause site contamination, and identification of
potential contaminants of concern;



Consideration of the potential for contamination to pose a risk to the beneficial uses of the land
or groundwater protected under the State Environment Protection Policy (SEPP);



Assess the potential for contamination to restrict a range of urban use(s) including residential
development proposed for the site;



Develop relative risk rankings based on key potential contamination issues and hazards. The
risk rankings will be in accordance with the Department of Sustainability and Environment
Potentially Contaminated Land – General Practice Note, June 2005;



Recommend appropriate levels of further assessment as required; and



Preparation of a report on the results of the Phase 1 ESA, including recommendations for
further investigation or management (if necessary).
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2.

SITE DESCRIPTION

The land subject to this investigation is located in the south-eastern Melbourne suburb of Berwick.
Key features of the site and adjacent land uses are presented in Figure F2 and are described in the
sections below.

2.1

Site Details

The site was inspected by Peter J Ramsay & Associates on 22 June 2016. The purpose of the site
inspection was to observe the condition of the site and identify any potential sources of contamination
of land and groundwater. Photographs of the site taken during the site inspection are presented in
Appendix A. The findings of the inspection and information obtained in relation to the land are
summarised in the following sections. Key features of the site which were observed during the site
inspection are shown in Figures F2-F5. Site details and features are described in Table 1 below.

Table 1

Summary of Site Details and Features

Address:

76, 76T, 77T and 100 Clyde Road and 120 Enterprise Avenue,
Berwick, Victoria.

Occupiers:

Monash University (part), Nossal High School (part), Insight Education
Centre (part) and Berwick Healthcare (part).

Current Use:

Educational (Monash University, Nossal High School,
Education Centre) and Commercial (Berwick Healthcare).

Owner:

Monash University

Area:

54.65 hectares

Certificate of Title:

Lot 1 on Plan of Subdivision 725948P, Volume 10914, Folio 071.
Title documentation is provided in Appendix B.

Local Government
Administration:

City of Casey

Zoning:

Public Use Zone - Education (PUZ2).

Adjacent Land Uses:

North: Recreational (Buchanan Park), Industrial, and Pakenham
Railway Line (east to west), then Residential.
South: Princes Freeway, Residential, and Recreational (Sweeney
Reserve) (east to west).
East:
Clyde Road, then Commercial (north-east) and Educational
(Chisholm Institute) (south-east).
West: Refer to ‘South’ above.

Topography:

The site has a gentle gradient, dropping approximately 10 m over a
distance of at least 500 m from east to west.

Insight
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2.2

2.2.1

Buildings and structures:

Buildings occupying the site include those belonging to the following
site occupiers: Berwick Healthcare in the eastern portion of the site,
Monash University in the eastern portion of the site, Nossal High
School in the central portion of the site, and Insight Education Centre in
the northern portion of the site.
In addition, two historic airfield buildings were observed in the eastern
portion of the site, and eight shipping containers were observed at the
site (four within a fenced enclosure in the eastern portion of the site,
three to the north of the Nossal High School car park, and one in the
northern portion of the site).
Wire and timber fences were also observed on the site; the fencing
served mainly to demarcate the agricultural fields from the developed
portions of the site.

Surface Conditions:

The majority of the site comprises grassed natural soil, evidently used
for agricultural purposes. Portions of the site were surfaced in fill
material including sand and gravel evidently associated with recent
development of the site.
The remaining portions of the site comprise building footprints (Berwick
Healthcare, Monash University, Nossal High School, Insight Education
Centre, airfield buildings), a number of car parks (including bitumen
and gravel surfaces), sporting facilities (including tennis courts,
basketball/netball courts, and grassed soccer and cricket fields), water
features (including dams, ephemeral ponds, and a number of drainage
channels), and roads (including bitumen, gravel, and sandy surfaces).

Surface Drainage:

Surface water at the site would be expected to drain into building
gutters and down-pipes located on the developed portions of the site,
be directed into ground-level drains (including Berwick City Main Drain
in the northern portion of the site, Berwick South Main Drain in the
eastern portion of the site, and other drainage channels), infiltrate
directly into unsealed surfaces at the site, collect in dams, or form
ephemeral ponds.

Vegetation:

A considerable amount of vegetation is present on the site including
grasses, shrubs, trees, and ornamental plants and vegetables located
in garden beds. All vegetation was observed to be healthy.

Potential Sources of Contamination

Above Ground Storage Tanks
Above ground storage tanks (AGSTs), or evidence for the former presence of AGSTs, were not
observed on the site during the site inspection. However, a number of rainwater tanks were observed
at the site. One was located adjacent to a student accommodation building in the eastern portion of
the site and evidently collected rainwater fed by a down-pipe from the building roof, and three were
located on the grounds of Nossal High School and likely stored rainwater.
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2.2.2

Underground Petroleum Storage Systems
Underground petroleum storage systems (UPSSs), or evidence for the former presence of UPSSs,
were not observed on the site during the site inspection.

It is noted that, in view of the historical use of the site as an airfield, above or below ground storage
tank(s) for aviation fuel are likely to have been present at the site, and are likely to have been located
in the vicinity of, or within, the airfield buildings located in the eastern portion of the site.
Unfortunately, there was no access to the interior of the buildings, and there were no external signs
indicative of the presence or former presence of UPSSs within the proximity of the buildings, such as
breather pipes.

2.2.3

Other Facilities and Installations
Facilities or installations observed at the site during the site inspection are listed following:


Two historic airfield buildings were observed in the eastern portion of the site (Figure F3).
These were associated with the historic use of the site as a regional airfield, namely Casey
Airfield. The buildings were padlocked and evidently disused. The larger of the two buildings
had signage which read ‘C. Kingsford Smith Flying School’; and



Electricity infrastructure was observed in the central portion of the site adjacent to Nossal High
School; the infrastructure appeared to be relatively modern and there was no evidence of
contamination associated with the infrastructure.

2.2.4

Storage Areas
Storage areas or storage facilities observed at the site are listed following:


A fenced enclosure was observed in the eastern portion of the site. The enclosure contained
four shipping containers, several large waste bins, and sundry construction materials; and



Eight shipping containers were observed at the site: Four were observed within the
aforementioned fenced enclosure in the eastern portion of the site, three were observed to the
north of the Nossal High School car park, and one was observed in the northern portion of the
site. The contents of the containers could not be ascertained.

2.2.5

Staining and Spillages
Surficial staining was not observed at the site during the site inspection, apart from minor
hydrocarbon staining of hardstand in the car parks of the Monash University campus and Nossal High
School.
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2.2.6

Wastes and Stockpiles
Stockpiles and wastes observed during the site inspection, and shown on Figures F3 through F5,
included the following:


Numerous soil stockpiles in the south-eastern portion of the site (Figure F4). The stockpiles
appeared to comprise mainly sandy soil, were up to approximately 75 m3 in volume, and were
generally overgrown with vegetation. Examination of near-recent Nearmap® and Google Earth
aerial photographs suggests that the stockpiled soil south of Nossal High School was likely
imported onto the site in relation to development of the nearby drainage channels, whilst the
stockpiled soil along the southern boundary of the site may be imported fill or illegally dumped
soil.



A very large stockpile was observed behind the Monash University campus in the eastern
portion of the site (Figure F4). The stockpile was heavily overgrown but appeared to comprise
natural sandy/clayey soil. Examination of near-recent aerial photographs on Google Earth
indicates that the stockpile likely derived from excavation of the adjacent drainage channel
which runs from the Monash University campus to Berwick South Main Drain (with which it
merges) in the south-eastern portion of the site.



A stockpile of imported mulch, approximately 75 m 3 in volume, in the central portion of the site;
the stockpile is likely to be associated with development of Nossal High School;



Inert wastes, generally gathered into small stockpiles, in the northern and eastern portions of
the site, including metal, timber, concrete, tyres and historic (likely agricultural) machinery; and



Stockpiles of (site derived) hay, some of which were covered in plastic sheeting.

In addition, there is anecdotal evidence, which was reported by Bureau Veritas (2014), for the presence
of buried wastes, potentially including asbestos containing material (ACM), in association with stockpiles
formerly located in the vicinity of the airfield buildings in the eastern portion of the site (Figure F3).
Bureau Veritas (2014) performed a visual inspection of the area and retrieved pieces of potential ACM
(in the form of cement sheet) which were confirmed by laboratory analysis to contain asbestos. The
general location of the putative buried wastes reported by Bureau Veritas (2014) was identified during
the site inspection for the Phase 1 ESA and was observed to comprise disturbed ground. However, an
exhaustive search of the area by Peter J Ramsay & Associates failed to identify any pieces of potential
ACM on the surface, although there is the potential for ACM to be present in sub-surface soils.
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Furthermore, Bureau Veritas (2015) identified potential ACM in the form of bonded cement sheet
fragments at two locations in the south-eastern portion of the site (Figure F4). The cement sheet
fragments were initially identified by a farmer of the land, who reported the observations to Monash
University. Two of the fragments (one from each of the two locations) were retrieved by Bureau
Veritas and confirmed by laboratory analysis to contain asbestos. Despite an exhaustive search of
the area during the site inspection for the Phase 1 ESA, no ACM debris was observed. In addition, we
did not observe any patches of disturbed ground indicative of potential buried wastes in the vicinity of
the locations reported by Bureau Veritas.

2.3

2.3.1

Geology

Natural Soil
The Geological Survey of Victoria, Australia 1:63,360 series Cranbourne Map (1967) indicates that
the site is underlain by Silurian aged sandstone, siltstone, mudstone and shale (Figure 1). The
Silurian rocks are overlain by Quaternary aged peaty clay and clay along portions of the northern and
southern boundaries of the site.

Figure 1

Site Geology (Extract from Geological Survey of Victoria 1:63,360 Cranbourne Map)
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2.3.2

Fill
In view of the gradient of the site, which slopes gently from east to west, fill is considered likely to
have been used for levelling associated with development of the site. In particular, yellow sandy fill
was observed in the vicinity of Nossal High School where it appears to have been used for levelling
purposes, sandy and gravelly fill was observed in the vicinity of the Insight Education Centre in the
northern portion of the site (Figure F5), and gravelly fill was observed in the Monash University car
park in the eastern portion of the site. In addition, examination of recent Nearmap® aerial
photographs shows significant movement of likely imported fill in association with development of the
site in the aforementioned areas, as well as along the site boundary in the south-eastern portion of
the site.

2.3.3

Acid Sulfate Soil Potential
The site is not located in the vicinity of a geomorphic environment conducive to the formation of acid
sulfate soils and is not denoted as Prospective or Made Land on the former Department of
Sustainability and Environment Coastal Acid Sulfate Soils Distribution maps. Therefore, in
accordance with EPA Publication 655.1, there is considered to be a low potential for acid sulfate soils
to be present on the site.
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2.4

Hydrogeology

A summary of the expected hydrogeological conditions at the site is presented in Table 2.

Table 2

Site Hydrogeology

Depth to Regional Groundwater:

Expected to be between 5 m and 10 m below
ground level.

Water Table Aquifer:

The aquifer lithology is expected to consist of
Silurian aged sandstone and siltstone.

Expected Aquifer Characteristics

Flow dominated by secondary porosity,
channelised within fractures and joints.

Expected Groundwater Flow Direction:

Expected to flow into Berwick City Main Drain
in the northern portion of the site, and into
Berwick South Main Drain in the eastern
portion of the site; the drainage network
apparently flows west into Berwick Town Drain.

Expected Groundwater Salinity(a):

Segment A2 (501 - 1,000 mg/L)

Beneficial Uses
Protected(b):

of

Groundwater

Surrounding Groundwater Users(c):

Note:

(a)
(b)
(c)

to

be



Maintenance of ecosystems;



Potable water supply – acceptable;



Potable mineral water supply;



Agriculture, parks and gardens;



Stock watering;



Industrial water use;



Primary contact recreation; and



Buildings and structures.

37 groundwater bores located within 2,000 m:


29 listed as non groundwater;



One listed for irrigation;



One listed for observation;



One listed for domestic; and



Five do not include a listing.

Department of Natural Resources and Environment South-western Victoria Water Table Aquifers map, 1995.
Under the SEPP (Groundwaters of Victoria).
DELWP Water Measurement Information System (bore query radius 2,000 m).
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3.

SITE HISTORY

3.1

Information Sources

The site history of the land subject to the Phase 1 ESA was reviewed in order to identify the potential
for soil and groundwater contamination to be present on the site resulting from historical activities.

The site history has been compiled from information obtained from the following sources:

3.2



Publicly available EPA records;



Aerial photographs of the site and surrounds held by DELWP and Google Earth;



Royal Historical Society of Victoria (RHSV) and Berwick Pakenham Historical Society (BPHS);



Historical maps and photographs held by the State Library Victoria;



Energy Safe Victoria (ESV);



WorkSafe Victoria;



Dial Before You Dig (DBYD); and



Anstat Property Information (Anstat).

Search of Publicly Available EPA Records

The EPA compiles information including databases and documents related to contaminated sites or
other sites known to the EPA. In particular, the key sources of information relating to potentially
contaminated land are the EPA Priority Sites Register database, the list of properties for which a
Certificate or Statement of Environmental Audit has been issued, and the map of GQRUZs. The
results of a search of these databases are provided below.

3.2.1

EPA Priority Sites Register
Our search of the EPA Priority Sites Register on 1 June 2016 indicates that the site is not listed, and
is not in the vicinity of a site listed on, the Priority Sites Register at the date last notified by the EPA. In
addition, there were no sites in the suburb of Berwick listed on the Priority Sites Register at the time
of the Phase 1 ESA. An extract from the Priority Sites register is provided in Appendix C.

3.2.2

EPA List of Certificates and Statements
Our search of EPA’s listing of properties for which a Certificate or Statement of Environmental Audit
has been issued, conducted on 13 May 2016, identified seven properties in the suburb of Berwick
where a Certificate or Statement of Environmental Audit has been issued. Of these, three were
issued with a Statement of Environmental Audit, and a summary of the pertinent groundwater data
from the audit reports is presented in Table 3.
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Table 3

Summary of Relevant Surrounding Environmental Audits in Suburb of Berwick

Address

EPA
CARMs
Ref

Distance and
Direction from
Site

A groundwater investigation was not undertaken.

A groundwater investigation was not undertaken.

30-32 Peel
Street; Former
City of Berwick
Depot Site

34276-1

17/03/1998

Approximately
1,500 m northeast

298-346 Clyde
Road, Berwick

43146-1

05/02/2001

Approximately
2,000 m south

358 Clyde
Road, Berwick

54977-2

24/05/2007

Approximately
3,000 m south

Groundwater
Flow
Direction

Beneficial
Uses of
Groundwater
Precluded

Date of
Completion

West

Aquifer

PreCainozoic
Bedrock
aquifer

Groundwater
Polluted

No, elevated
heavy metals
(antimony,
copper, mercury,
nickel, zinc);
however,
contaminants
considered to be
naturally
occurring

Maintenance of
ecosystems,
stock watering,
primary contact
recreation

Audit Outcome

 Statement
of
Environmental Audit issued

 Statement
of
Environmental Audit issued
 Statement
of
Environmental Audit issued
 Auditor
determined
CUTEP:
Groundwater
beneath the site has been
cleaned up to the extent
practicable.
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3.2.3

EPA Groundwater Quality Restricted Use Zones
My review of EPA’s map of GQRUZs in Victoria, conducted on 27 June 2016, indicates that no
properties in the suburb of Berwick had been declared a GQRUZ at the time of the Phase 1 ESA.

3.3

Previous Environmental Assessments
Bureau Veritas, Monash University Berwick Campus – Asbestos in Soils Assessment,
November 2014

Bureau Veritas produced a letter report in November 2014 based on the results of a site inspection
and an assessment of stockpiled soils for potential ACM. The assessment was prompted by
anecdotal evidence for the presence of buried wastes, potentially including asbestos containing
material (ACM), that were associated with stockpiles located in the vicinity of the historic airfield
buildings in the eastern portion of the site (Figure F3).

On 19 November 2014 Bureau Veritas performed trenching through the stockpiled soils, and reported
that the soils were free of wastes, staining and odours. However, several pieces of potential ACM (in
the form of cement sheet) were retrieved from disturbed ground to the immediate north of the
stockpiles. The potential ACM was subsequently confirmed by laboratory analysis to contain amosite
and chrysotile asbestos. Bureau Veritas concluded that, in light of the identification of asbestos, the
impacted soils were a Prescribed Industrial Waste in accordance with the ASC NEPM, and that
further assessment of the soils in the vicinity of the airfield buildings should be undertaken.
Bureau Veritas, Monash University Berwick Campus – Asbestos in Surface Soil Assessment,
February 2015

Bureau Veritas produced a letter report in February 2015 based on the results of a site inspection to
observe evidence for potential ACM. The assessment was prompted following reports by a site tenant
(a farmer of the land) who had observed cement sheet fragments in two locations in the southeastern portion of the site (Figure F4).

On 21 January 2015 Bureau Veritas inspected the purported locations and identified cement sheet
fragments at both locations. Two of the fragments (one from each of the two locations) were retrieved
by Bureau Veritas and confirmed by laboratory analysis to contain chrysotile asbestos. Bureau
Veritas concluded that, in light of the identification of asbestos, asbestos was likely to be present in
sub-surface soils. Therefore, Bureau Veritas recommended that an Environment Management Plan
(EMP) be developed for management of the asbestos impacted soils in conjunction with an
assessment of the magnitude and extent of the asbestos contamination.
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Bureau Veritas, Monash University Berwick Campus – Site Visual Inspection, February 2015

Bureau Veritas produced a letter report in February 2015 describing the results of a visual inspection
of asbestos removal works undertaken in the vicinity of the historic airfield buildings in the eastern
portion of the site (Figure F3). The asbestos impacted soils had been described by Bureau Veritas
(2014), who confirmed that asbestos was present in the soils.

On 8, 9 and 21 January 2015 asbestos removal works were undertaken by Elite Building and
Environmental Services Pty Ltd under supervision of Bureau Veritas. Asbestos impacted surficial
soils (comprising orange clayey fill) were loaded directly onto skips for off-site disposal. In addition to
impacted surficial soils, Bureau Veritas report that cement sheet debris was buried at a depth of
between 0.5 m and 1 m below ground level (BGL) within the same orange clayey fill, and that ‘some
metal waste and hydrocarbons were also observed (sheen on water within the pit)’. Trenching
undertaken to assess the lateral extent of the impacted soils indicated that the buried waste
comprised an area of less than 3 m x 3 m. Bureau Veritas state that Monash University “confirmed
that this buried waste is to remain in situ and to be covered with a layer of clean fill (nearby stockpiled
soils) to prevent the asbestos cement sheet from being inadvertently exposed”. Bureau Veritas
concluded that no visible asbestos remained in surficial soils but buried waste containing asbestos
remained in sub-surface soils, and recommended that an EMP be developed for management of the
asbestos impacted soils.

The asbestos impacted soils that were loaded onto skips was subsequently classified by Bureau
Veritas as Category C Contaminated Soil in accordance with EPA’s Industrial Waste Resource
Guidelines (IWRG), Publication IWRG621, Soil Hazard Categorisation and Management, June 2009.
Bureau Veritas’ waste soil classification reports are listed following:


Bureau Veritas, Monash University Berwick Campus – Waste Soil Classification, 19 January
2015 (Skips 1-3); and



Bureau Veritas, Monash University Berwick Campus – Waste Soil Classification, 29 January
2015 (Skips 4 and 5).

3.4

Review of Historical Sources

The previous land use has been determined from aerial photographs and site history information
reviewed for the Phase 1 ESA. A summary of the site history is provided in the following sections.
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3.4.1

Aerial Photographs
Aerial photographs of the site and surrounds obtained from DELWP (for the years 1959, 1968, 1975,
1984 and 1991) and Google Earth (for the years 2004 and 2010) were examined to identify previous
land uses on the site. Copies of the aerial photographs held by DELWP are shown in Appendix D and
a review of the aerial photographs is provided in Table 4.

Table 4

Review of Historical Aerial Photographs

Date

Description of Land Use/Occupant

Surrounding Land Use

1959
(DELWP)

The site was essentially vacant land
with the exception of a row of buildings
in the eastern portion of the site. The
buildings, which are likely associated
with Casey Airfield, were aligned along
a north-south axis and are backed by a
row of trees. Portions of Berwick City
Main Drain and Berwick South Main
Drain are evident in the northern and
eastern
portions
of
the
site,
respectively. In addition, the land is
superficially marked with what appear
to be aircraft runways. Although the far
western portion of the land is not
visible within the frame of the
photograph, it is considered unlikely to
have been occupied.

Surrounding land to the north, south,
east and (likely) west of the site is
essentially
vacant,
possibly
agricultural, land. However, the
Pakenham Railway Line is visible to
the immediate north of the site, and
some (likely) residential development
is present to the north-east of the site.
Drainage channels (including an
extension north of Berwick City Main
Drain) are visible to the north and
south of the site.

1968
(DELWP)

The site appears essentially unchanged
from the 1959 aerial photograph, except
that a (relatively) small building appears
to have been added to the existing row
of buildings. In addition, an ‘A’ shaped
runway system is evident on the land.

Surrounding
land
uses
appear
essentially unchanged from the 1959
aerial
photograph.
Some
likely
residential
or
rural
residential
development is evident farther to the
north and south of the site. A patch of
disturbed ground (or a dam) is visible
on the north-eastern boundary of the
site.

1975
(DELWP)

A row of buildings had been added in
the eastern portion of the site, at right
angles to the existing row of buildings.
The largest of the newly added buildings
is consistent with the ‘C. Kingsford
Smith Flying School’ building currently
occupying the site. In addition, a
number of small aircraft are visible in
the vicinity of the buildings, and the ‘A’
shaped runway system is prominent. A
small area of land in the far eastern
portion of the site shows disturbed
ground.

Land to the north of the site shows
incipient
development
(road
infrastructure) for likely residential land
use,
and
further
residential
development is evident to the northeast of the site (north of the Pakenham
Railway Line). Surrounding land use to
the south, east and west appears
essentially unchanged from the 1968
aerial photograph.
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Date

Description of Land Use/Occupant

Surrounding Land Use

1984
(DELWP)

The site appears essentially unchanged
from the 1975 aerial photograph, except
that some additional (indeterminate)
structures are located to the immediate
west of the ‘C. Kingsford Smith Flying
School’ building.

Land to the north and north-east of the
site (north of Pakenham Railway Line)
shows significant further development
for residential purposes, whilst land to
the south, east and west appears
essentially unchanged from the 1975
aerial photograph. Construction of the
Princes Freeway along the southern
boundary of the site has commenced.
Land approximately 1 km north of the
site appears to be a former quarry and
is partially filled with water.

1991
(DELWP)

The
site
appears
essentially
unchanged from the 1984 aerial
photograph, except that some of the
smaller buildings appear to have been
removed. In addition, the ‘structures’ to
the immediate west of the ‘C. Kingsford
Smith Flying School’ building have
been replaced with a building that is
consistent with the building currently
occupying the site.

Land to the north-east of the site
(south of Pakenham Railway Line) has
been
developed
for
commercial/industrial purposes, whilst
land to the north of Pakenham Railway
Line shows further development for
residential purposes. Land to the
south, east and west of the site
remains essentially unchanged from
the 1984 aerial photograph. The
Princes Freeway is operational.

2004
Most of the buildings associated with
(Google Earth) Casey Airfield have been demolished;
only two buildings remain, and these are
consistent
with
those
currently
occupying the site. Buildings, car parks,
and sports fields of the Monash
University Berwick campus occupy the
eastern portion of the site. The course
of Berwick South Main Drain in the
eastern portion of the site has been
modified and is now partially arched
(purpose unknown). In addition, a
drainage channel has been excavated
between Monash University and
Berwick South Main Drain; the channel
is flanked by soil stockpiles (likely
derived from excavation of the channel)
which are consistent with the existing
large stockpile observed during the site
inspection.

Land to the north-east of the site
(south of Pakenham Railway Line)
shows
further
development
for
commercial/industrial
purposes,
Chisholm Institute has been developed
to the east of the site, and sporting
fields have been developed to the
south-west of the site. Present day
Buchanan Park, to the north-east of
the site, appears to be established.

2010
Nossal High School has been
(Google Earth) developed in the central portion of the
site, and Monash University shows
some further building development. Two
drainage
channels
have
been
excavated to the south of Nossal High
School. A number of soil stockpiles are
evident in the south-eastern portion of
the site, consistent with the existing
stockpiles observed during the site
inspection.

Land to the south and east of the site
has been further developed for
residential and commercial purposes,
respectively. Surrounding land use to
the north and west of the site remains
essentially unchanged from the 2004
aerial photograph.
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3.4.2

Historical Societies
Royal Historical Society of Victoria
The RHSV advised that the suburb of Berwick is not listed in the Sands & McDougall Directories of
Victoria (‘the Directories’). Prior to 1906 the site was known as Melville Park and was owned by
Captain John Gardiner, who used the site as a stud and for cropping. Edrington house was built on
the site in 1906 by West Australian pastoralist Samuel McKay. The property was purchased by
Andrew Chirnside in 1910, and comprised over 1000 acres.

In 1934 the property passed to siblings (Lady) Maie Casey and (Colonel) Rupert Ryan, and by 1938
Casey Airfield had been established on the site by Rupert Ryan. The airfield was used by Lord
Casey, Governor General of Australia and member of the House of Representatives, to fly his
Perceval Gull monoplane to Canberra.

Between 1948 and the 1960s the airfield was also used by the Victorian Motorless Flight Group for
gliding. The airfield continued to operate until it was closed in 1994 when Monash University
announced the construction of the Berwick campus on the site. Construction of the campus
commenced in 1996.

A copy of the RHSV response is provided in Appendix C.

Berwick Pakenham Historical Society
The BPHS, citing the ‘Early Days of Berwick’ by Norman Beaumont (1942), advised that the land
“passed directly from the Buchanans to whoever owned Casey Airport”, and that a “man named
Hatfield had much to do with the airport”.
A two page extract from the book, which was provided in the BPHS’s response, indicates that
Captain Gardiner had purchased land from the Crown and had a house on the property which was
later known as Edrington. Captain Gardiner subsequently purchased “three or four miles round the
township (of Berwick) which he bought direct from the Crown”.

It is noted that historic Edrington house is located on Melville Park Drive, approximately 1,200 m east
of the site, and is now part of a retirement village. The information provided by both the RHSV and
BPHS indicates that the site was originally part of a considerably larger parcel of land during its early
history.

A copy of the BPHS response is provided in Appendix C.
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Casey-Cardinia Library Corporation
An article entitled ‘Casey Airfield at Berwick’, which was published on the ‘Casey Cardinia – links to
our past’ blog on 18 September 2012, states that Casey Airfield was established in 1938 by Colonel
Rupert Ryan, that from 1948 until the early 1960s the airfield was also used by the Victorian
Motorless Flight Group, and that from 1968 a flying school (Group Air Pty Ltd) operated from the
airfield. The airfield closed in 1994 with the announcement of the construction of the Berwick campus
of Monash University.

A number of historic photographs are included with the article, mostly uninformative images of aircraft
parked at the airfield. However, one image shows an L-shaped arrangement of buildings/aircraft
hangars in the eastern portion of the site (including the existing building marked ‘C. Kingsford Smith
Flying School’ and a number of Nissen huts) and several aircraft parked in the vicinity of the
buildings. The image is likely to date from the 1970s when the distinctive L-shaped arrangement of
buildings appears to have been established. Historic machinery can also be observed behind some of
the buildings. In addition, there is a fenced enclosure in the field in front of the buildings containing
what may be fuel bowsers and a breather pipe, suggesting the presence of UPSS(s) in the immediate
vicinity of the enclosure. The enclosure is located in the area currently occupied by the gravelsurfaced car park in the eastern portion of the site.
Another article published on the ‘Casey Cardinia – links to our past’ blog on 31 March 2009, entitled
‘Berwick Quarry and the Wilson family’, provides information on the former Berwick Quarry, located
approximately 1 km north of the site. The quarry was used to mine bluestone (basalt) and operated
between 1859 and 1978. The quarry was subsequently developed as a botanic garden, Wilson
Botanic Park. There is no indication that the quarry was backfilled during development of the park.

3.4.3

Historical Plans and Photographs
The following historical maps and plans retrieved via an online search of the Maps section of the
State Library Victoria were reviewed for the Phase 1 ESA:


Tracing of Plan of Portions Marked in the Parishes of Eumummering, Berwick, Cranbourne and
Liphurst in the County of Mornington (1850): The map indicates that the land including the site
remained undeveloped (or agricultural land) at this time, and formed part of a large allotment
owned (or leased) by ‘Robert. Allan’. ‘Village Reserve’ (Berwick) is established to the north-east.



Department of Crown Lands and Survey, Berwick, County of Mornington (1892): The map shows
that the land including the site remained undeveloped (or agricultural land) at this time, and
formed part of a large allotment owned (or leased) by ‘R. Allan’. ‘Gippsland Railway Line’ (current
Pakenham Railway Line) bisects the allotment, and Berwick Station is established to the east.
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Department of Crown Lands and Survey, Berwick, County of Mornington (1946): The map shows
that the land including the site remained undeveloped (or agricultural land) at this time, and
formed part of a number of allotments owned (or leased) by different individuals. ‘Eastern Railway
Line’ (current Pakenham Railway Line) passes through several of the allotments.



Department of Crown Lands and Survey, Berwick, Victoria (1971): The map shows that land
including the site was occupied by Casey Airfield. Berwick City Main Drain is evident in the
northern portion of the land, and a likely service road to the airfield buildings/hangars enters the
land from Clyde Road to the east.



City of Berwick, Berwick Base Maps (1977): The map shows that the site was occupied by Casey
Airfield. The ‘Proposed Latrobe Valley Bypass’ (current Princes Freeway) demarcates the
southern boundary of the site, with ‘Gippsland Railway Line’ and ‘Berwick-Cranbourne Road’
forming the northern and eastern boundaries, respectively. In addition, Buchanan Park is marked
on the plan, and the adjoining land to the north of Buchanan Park (current commercial/industrial
land serviced by Enterprise Avenue) is a separate allotment; hence the site appears to have
essentially attained its present configuration. Land approximately 1 km north of the site is marked
‘quarry’.



Department of Crown Lands and Survey, Berwick and Pakenham, Photomap 1:25,000 Series
(1981): The photomap indicates that the site was occupied by Casey Airfield, with a number of
buildings/hangars and likely aircraft visible. Buchanan Park is evident. Land surrounding the site
remains largely undeveloped. Land approximately 1 km north of the site is significantly disturbed
and is a likely quarry.

In addition, four historic ‘Airspy’ images of Berwick held by the State Library Victoria were examined.
The images, which date from circa 1938, show that the land was occupied by a single building (or
aircraft hangar) marked ‘Berwick’ across the roof, with a number of small aircraft parked in the vicinity
of the building. Berwick South Main Drain is visible in the eastern portion of the site in some of the
images. The land is otherwise vacant. The images indicate that an airfield had been established on
the land by that time.
Copies of the historical maps/plans and ‘Airspy’ images are provided in Appendix C.

3.4.4

Energy Safe Victoria
ESV maintains a register of cathodic protection systems (CPSs), which are installed to protect
UPSSs. ESV found no record of a CPS installed or having been installed at the site. ESV’s response
is provided in Appendix C.
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3.4.5

WorkSafe Victoria
WorkSafe Victoria maintains a Dangerous Goods Licence database for properties which are, or have
been, licensed to store dangerous goods. WorkSafe Victoria advised that there are no records
pertaining to the storage of dangerous goods held for the site. A copy of the search results is
provided in Appendix C.

3.4.6

Dial Before You Dig
A review of underground services plans provided by asset owners through DBYD revealed no
evidence of underground services within the site, other than services that would normally be
expected at a commercial or residential property.

3.4.7

Historical Titles
A search of historical titles through Anstat was performed for the Phase 1 ESA. Table 5 summarises
the historical title information for the site. The historical titles do not provide information on the early
history of the site and commence only with the establishment of a Crown grant to Monash University
in 1996. Portions of the land were later sold to Southern Health and Melbourne Water Corporation but
subsequently repurchased and consolidated by the university so that in 2005 the university became
the sole proprietor. Historical titles are provided in Appendix B.

Table 5

Historical Title Information

Volume/
Folio

Property

Date of
Ownership

Owner/Occupant

Occupation

10914/071

Lot 1 on PS725948P
(entire site)

30/11/2005

Monash University

Tertiary Education

10903/940

Lot 1 on PS532099K
(portion of site)

05/10/2005

Melbourne Water
Corporation

Utility Provider

10388/122

Lot 1 on PS407463Q
(portion of site)

16/08/2005

Monash University

Tertiary Education

10388/122

Lot 1 on PS407463Q
(portion of site)

20/10/2000

Southern Health

Healthcare

Lot 2 on PS407463Q
(portion of site)

16/06/1998

Monash University

Tertiary Education

Reserve 1 on PS407463Q
16/06/1998
(portion of site)

Melbourne Water
Corporation

Utility Provider

Monash University

Tertiary Education

10388/123
10452/212
10269/426

Crown Allotment 19G

26/02/1996
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3.5

Summary of Site History

The site history is summarised in Table 6 below.

Table 6

Site History Summary

Date

Description

Until 1938

The site formed part of a considerably larger parcel of land and was likely
vacant or used for agricultural purposes.

1938 – 1994

The site was used as an airfield (Casey Airfield) until 1994 when Monash
University announced development of the Berwick campus.

1996 – Present

Monash University (Berwick) was established on the site in 1996. Nossal
High School (lease from March 2009), Berwick Healthcare (lease from
March 2011), and Insight Education Centre (lease from July 2012) were
also established during this period.
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4.

CONCEPTUAL SITE MODEL

Based on a review of the site history, site description and site inspection, a CSM has been developed
in order to evaluate the potential on-site and off-site contamination sources, exposure pathways and
receptors. The CSM is also used to identify any data gaps which may require further investigation.

4.1

Summary of Site Characteristics

The site characteristics are described in detail in Section 2 and summarised here as part of the CSM.
The site comprises a large, irregular allotment that slopes gently from east to west. Land surrounding
the site is used for a variety of purposes including residential (north, south), commercial/industrial
(north, east), recreational (north, south) and educational (east) purposes. Major transport
infrastructure forms the southern (Princes Freeway), eastern (Clyde Road), and part of the northern
(Pakenham Railway Line) boundaries of the site.

The site was likely vacant land or used for agricultural purposes during its early history. In 1938 the
land became the site of the Casey Airfield, from which a flying school and a gliding school had
operated. The airfield ceased operations in 1994 and in 1996 the Berwick campus of Monash
University was established on the site. Nossal High School, Berwick Healthcare, and Insight
Education Centre were also established on the site post-1996.

Apart from the existing site occupants, two historic buildings pertaining to the former Casey Airfield
occupy the site. These appeared to be disused. At the time of the site inspection a number of
shipping containers and numerous soil stockpiles of likely imported fill or dumped soil were observed
on the land. In addition, the site is traversed by several drainage channels, including Berwick City
Main Drain in the northern portion of the site, Berwick South Main Drain in the eastern portion of the
site, and a number of unnamed drains in the central and eastern portions of the site. Two dams and
an ephemeral pond were also observed on the site. The drainage channels, dams and ephemeral
ponds were home to water birds, frogs, and likely other fauna.

Much of the site comprises vacant agricultural land which was evidently being used for slashing hay.
The potential health risks from this activity are considered to be negligible. The agricultural land was
observed to comprise natural sandy clay soil. Fill was observed in the vicinity of Nossal High School
and Insight Education Centre where it was evidently used for site development purposes, and gravel
fill was observed in a car park in the eastern portion of the site. Fill is also likely to have been used
during development of the Monash University campus and Berwick Healthcare, as well as during
development of infrastructure associated with the site (roads, car parks, etc.).
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Groundwater is expected to be encountered between 5 m and 10 m BGL, and is expected to flow into
Berwick City Main Drain in the northern portion of the site, Berwick South Main Drain in the eastern
portion of the site, and several unnamed drains in the central and eastern portions of the site; the
drainage network apparently flows west into Berwick Town Drain (and ultimately Port Phillip Bay).
Groundwater bores in the vicinity of the site are registered for non-groundwater, investigation,
observation and domestic purposes. Hence, regional groundwater use includes extractive purposes.

4.2

Potential Sources, Mechanisms of Contamination and Contaminants of Concern

The potential sources of soil and groundwater contamination, mechanism and contaminants of
concern identified during this Phase 1 ESA are summarised in Table 7.
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Table 7 Potential Sources and Mechanisms of Contamination and Contaminants of Concern
Mechanisms of Contamination

Contaminants of Concern

Risk Rating1

Contaminated fill which may have been
imported onto the northern and eastern
portions of the site for site development
purposes.

Distributed in areas where fill has been
spread across the site.
Downward
migration
of
leachable
contaminants.

A broad range of organic and inorganic
contaminants depending on source, but
often comprising heavy metals, PAHs,
cyanide and asbestos.

Moderate-High

Hazardous building materials (e.g. lead
paint and asbestos cement sheet)
associated with the historic airfield
buildings in the eastern portion of the site.

Mobilisation during historical construction
and/or demolition activities, causing
contamination of the near surface soil.

Heavy metals (e.g. lead) and asbestos.

Moderate -High

Leakages and spillages associated with
the disused UPSS(s), historical bowsers
and fuel lines for aviation fuel likely to have
been present in the vicinity of the historic
airfield buildings in the eastern portion of
the site.

Downward and lateral migration from the
surface in the vicinity of the bowsers, fuel
lines and underground tanks.
Upward
and
lateral
migration
of
hydrocarbon vapours from the contaminant
source.

TRHs, MAHs, PAHs and lead.

Moderate-High

Chemicals associated with the servicing
and washing of aircraft in the vicinity of the
historic airfield buildings in the eastern
portion of the site.

Downward migration from the surface
through the soil profile.

Heavy metals, PAHs, TRHs, solvents..

Moderate-High

Use of chemicals for the control of pests
and weeds across the entire site.

Downward migration from the surface
through the soil profile through unsealed
land (including garden beds).

Herbicides and pesticides including
heavy metals, OCPs and OPPs.

Moderate

Soil stockpiles of potentially contaminated
imported fill or dumped soil mainly in the
south-eastern portion of the site.

Downward
migration
contaminants.

A broad range of organic and inorganic
contaminants depending on source, often
comprising heavy metals, PAHs, cyanide
and asbestos.

Low-Moderate

Potential Sources of Contamination
On-site Sources

of

leachable
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Potential Sources of Contamination
Buried wastes, potentially including
asbestos, in the vicinity of the airfield
buildings in the eastern portion of the site
and, possibly, in the south-eastern portion
of the site (as reported by Bureau Veritas,
2014, 2015).

Contaminants of Concern

Risk Rating1

and
from

Uncertain, but the buried wastes are
reported to include asbestos.

High

Migration of contaminated groundwater
beneath the site and upward migration of
volatile constituents in soil vapour.

Herbicides, pesticides, TRHs, PAHs,
VOCs, heavy metals (including copper,
cadmium, lead, antimony and mercury),
formaldehyde, phenols and phthalates.

Low

Mechanisms of Contamination
Contamination of
near-surface
(potentially)
sub-surface
soils
contaminants in the buried wastes.

Off-site Sources
Former agricultural land and existing
industrial land surrounding the site.

Note:

MAH = Monocyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon
OCP = Organochlorine Pesticide
OPP = Organophosphate Pesticide
PAH = Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon
TRH = Total Recoverable Hydrocarbon
VOC = Volatile Organic Compound
1
Risk ratings are qualitative only and are based on the likelihood of contamination being present that would present a significant financial liability for the site. In most instances further
investigation would be necessary to quantify the liability.
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Based on the CSM, there is considered a potential for soil, soil vapour and groundwater impacts to
have occurred at the site due to former and current site activities which could pose a risk to the
beneficial uses of the land or groundwater protected under the SEPP. In particular, the site was used
as an airfield for over 50 years, and it is likely that (aviation) fuel infrastructure was located in the
vicinity of the historic airfield buildings located in the eastern portion of the site, including UPSS(s),
fuel bowser(s), and associated infrastructure. Leakages and spills from these facilities may have
impacted the soil and, potentially, the groundwater. Servicing and washing of aircraft may also have
resulted in leaks and spills of chemicals into the soil and, potentially, groundwater.

In addition, Bureau Veritas (2014, 2015) have documented asbestos impacts in association with
buried wastes in the vicinity of the historic airfield buildings. It is noted that the magnitude and extent
of the asbestos impacts in the vicinity of the airfield buildings have not been determined. In view of
this and the age of the airfield buildings, there is the potential for impacts to have occurred due to
ACM liberated during demolition of the airfield buildings. Paint containing heavy metals (e.g. lead)
may also have been used on the airfield buildings, potentially causing contamination of the
near-surface soil during demolition works.

Fill is indicated to have been imported onto the site for site redevelopment purposes, and fill
(including sand and gravel) was observed to be widely distributed in the northern portion of the site
during the site inspection for the Phase 1 ESA. Therefore, there is considered a potential for soil
impacts to have occurred from potential contaminants in the fill. However, contamination due to fill is
expected to be largely restricted to the portions of the site that have undergone development.

Current site operations, which include educational (Monash University, Nossal High School) and
commercial (Berwick Healthcare, Insight Education Centre) land uses, are not considered to present
a high risk of contamination. However, the numerous stockpiles of likely imported fill or dumped soil
which were observed at the site during the site inspection for the Phase 1 ESA could present a
contamination risk should contaminants be present in the stockpiled soil.

As there was no surface evidence of potential contamination resulting from leachates or waste
entering the site from adjacent properties, there is considered to be a low potential that sediment and
surface drainage may have impacted the site.
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4.3

Human and Ecological Receptors

Based on the proposed use of the site for a sensitive land use potentially including residential
dwellings, the following receptors of soil and/or groundwater contamination have been identified:


Child and adult residents/visitors of a theoretical future development living within buildings at the
site; and



Construction workers during the building of a theoretical future development on the site, including
excavation of basements and emplacement of services in pits and trenches.



Commercial workers within the buildings and external areas of the site;



People living in residential dwellings (low density) within the vicinity of the site;



Maintenance and construction workers on adjacent properties; and



Human and ecological receptors within down-gradient groundwater-receiving environments west
of the site.

4.4

Potential Exposure Pathways

Based on a review of the site history and the site inspection, the following potential exposure
pathways would be expected to occur for a residential land use:


Chronic exposure to contaminants by adult and child residents who may come into contact with
contaminated soil;



Acute and sub-chronic exposure to contaminants in soil or vapour by maintenance and
construction workers involved in sub-surface excavations at the site or on surrounding sites;



Acute exposure to contaminants by commercial workers who may come into contact with
contaminated soil during sub-surface excavation works at the site;



Chronic and sub-chronic exposure to soil gases due to the migration of volatile contaminants
present in the soil profile into the indoor air spaces of the site and adjacent properties; and



Chronic exposure to ecological receptors in down-gradient receiving environments west of the
site.
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5.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the results of this Phase 1 ESA, there is considered to be the potential for contamination to
be present on the site due to the historical use of the site as an airfield, the importation of fill for site
development purposes, the presence of stockpiles of likely fill or dumped soil, and the potential
presence of buried wastes containing ACM.

Whilst there is the potential that soil and groundwater impacts could pose a risk to the beneficial uses
of the land or groundwater protected under the SEPP, the extent and magnitude of any contamination
is not expected to preclude the redevelopment of the site for a sensitive land use. In particular,
potential impacts to soil and groundwater are expected to be largely restricted to the developed
portions of the site, which includes the land occupied by the former airfield buildings and hangars.

It is noted that some remediation and/or management may be necessary to accommodate a more
sensitive land use, for example if further ACM impacts are identified in land proposed to be
developed (or redeveloped) for a sensitive land use. The extent of remediation could potentially be
minimised or obviated through strategic land use planning.

On the basis of the results of this Phase 1 ESA, the following recommendations are made:


A limited targeted soil sampling program should be undertaken in the portions of the site that are
currently utilised for agricultural purposes to confirm that there are no significant impacts present
that would warrant detailed investigation or remediation.



A Detailed Site Investigation (DSI) in accordance with the ASC NEPM should be undertaken on
the areas of the site where there is medium and high potential for contamination to be present,
including the northern portion of the site and the historic airfield area in the eastern portion of the
site. This should include a grid-based sampling program and targeted soil investigation in order to
determine the magnitude and extent of the buried waste and ACM impacts. A direct groundwater
investigation is also recommended in the historic airfield area. The DSI would be necessary to
determine the suitability of these areas for a sensitive land use and to inform any subsequent
remedial works.



The stockpiles of imported fill or dumped soil should be classified in accordance with EPA
guidelines in order to confirm their suitability for reuse at the site, or to enable off-site disposal if
necessary.
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Appendix A
Site Photographs

Plate 1. Historic airfield building (‘C. Kingsford Smith Flying School’) in the eastern
portion of the site.

Plate 2. Historic airfield building in the eastern portion of the site.

Plate 3. Disturbed ground in vicinity of historic airfield buildings in the eastern portion of
the site where buried wastes and asbestos was reported by Bureau Veritas (2014).

Plate 4. Inert wastes adjacent to historic airfield building in the eastern portion of the
site.

Plate 5. Stockpiles of likely imported fill near drainage channel south of Nossal High
School in the central portion of the site.

Plate 6: Stockpiles of likely imported fill or dumped soil along the site boundary in the
south-eastern portion of the site.

Plate 7. Large stockpile of likely natural soil (left of frame) and adjacent drainage
channel (right of frame) in the south-eastern portion of the site, facing north.

Plate 8. Sandy fill in the vicinity of Insight Education Centre in the northern portion of
the site.

Appendix B
Current and
Historical Title
Documentation

Register Search Statement - Volume 10914 Folio 071

Copyright State of Victoria. This publication is copyright.
No part may be reproduced by any process except in accordance with
the provisions of the Copyright Act and for the purposes of Section
32 of the Sale of Land Act 1962 or pursuant to a written agreement.
The information is only valid at the time and in the form obtained
from the LANDATA REGD TM System. The State of Victoria accepts no
responsibility for any subsequent release, publication or reproduction
of the information.
REGISTER SEARCH STATEMENT (Title Search) Transfer of Land Act 1958
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------VOLUME 10914 FOLIO 071
Security no : 124060641887J
Produced 31/05/2016 04:45 pm
LAND DESCRIPTION
---------------Lot 1 on Plan of Subdivision 725948P.
PARENT TITLES :
Volume 10388 Folio 122 to Volume 10388 Folio 123
Volume 10903 Folio 940
Created by instrument PC367992T 30/11/2005
REGISTERED PROPRIETOR
--------------------Estate Fee Simple
Sole Proprietor
MONASH UNIVERSITY of WELLINGTON ROAD CLAYTON VIC 3168
PC367992T 30/11/2005
ENCUMBRANCES, CAVEATS AND NOTICES
--------------------------------LEASE as to part AH876396A 04/04/2011
Expiry Date 30/06/2031
DANDENONG CASEY SUPER CLINIC LTD
CAVEAT as to part AH900047X 15/04/2011
Caveator
SPI ELECTRICITY PTY LTD
Capacity SEE CAVEAT
Lodged by
SPI ELECTRICITY PTY LTD
Notices to
SPI ELECTRICITY PTY LTD of LEVEL 31 2 SOUTHBANK BOULEVARD SOUTHBANK VIC 3006
Any encumbrances created by Section 98 Transfer of Land Act 1958 or Section
24 Subdivision Act 1988 and any other encumbrances shown or entered on the
plan set out under DIAGRAM LOCATION below.
DIAGRAM LOCATION
---------------SEE PS725948P FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND BOUNDARIES
ACTIVITY IN THE LAST 125 DAYS
----------------------------NIL

DOCUMENT END
Delivered from the Landata ® System by SAI Global Property Division Pty Ltd
Delivered at 31/05/2016, for Order Number 36968820. Your reference: 913.1.

VIC LANDATA - Title History Historical Search

Copyright State of Victoria. This publication is copyright.
No part may be reproduced by any process except in accordance with
the provisions of the Copyright Act and for the purposes of Section
32 of the Sale of Land Act 1962 or pursuant to a written agreement.
The information is only valid at the time and in the form obtained
from the LANDATA REGD TM System. The State of Victoria accepts no
responsibility for any subsequent release, publication or reproduction
of the information.
HISTORICAL SEARCH STATEMENT
Land Victoria
------------------------------------------------------------------------Produced 31/05/2016 04:56 PM
Volume 10903 Folio 940
Folio Creation: Created as a computer folio
Parent title Volume 10452 Folio 212
RECORD OF ALTS DEALINGS
----------------------Date Lodged for
Registration

Date Recorded
on Register

Dealing

Imaged

Dealing Type and
Details

RECORD OF VOTS DEALINGS
----------------------Date Lodged for
Registration

Date Recorded
on Register

Dealing

Imaged

14/11/2005

14/11/2005

AD996912X

Y

TRANSFER OF LAND BY ENDORSEMENT
FROM:
MELBOURNE WATER CORPORATION
TO:
MONASH UNIVERSITY
RESULTING PROPRIETORSHIP:
Estate Fee Simple
Sole Proprietor
MONASH UNIVERSITY of WELLINGTON ROAD CLAYTON 3168
AD996912X 14/11/2005
14/11/2005

30/11/2005

PC367992T

Y

Cancelled by PC367992T

STATEMENT END

Volume 10903 Folio 940
124015611805A
Produced 05/10/2005 04:26 pm

LAND DESCRIPTION
---------------Lot 1 on Plan of Subdivision 532099K.
PARENT TITLE Volume 10452 Folio 212
Created by instrument PS532099K 05/10/2005
REGISTERED PROPRIETOR
--------------------Estate Fee Simple
Sole Proprietor
MELBOURNE WATER CORPORATION
PS532099K 05/10/2005
ENCUMBRANCES, CAVEATS AND NOTICES
--------------------------------Any encumbrances created by Section 98 Transfer of Land Act 1958 or Section
24 Subdivision Act 1988 and any other encumbrances shown or entered on the
plan set out under DIAGRAM LOCATION below.
DIAGRAM LOCATION
---------------SEE PS532099K FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND BOUNDARIES
Delivered from the Landata ® System by SAI Global Property Division Pty Ltd
Delivered at 31/05/2016, for Order Number 36969290. Your reference: 913.1.

VIC LANDATA - Title History Historical Search

Copyright State of Victoria. This publication is copyright.
No part may be reproduced by any process except in accordance with
the provisions of the Copyright Act and for the purposes of Section
32 of the Sale of Land Act 1962 or pursuant to a written agreement.
The information is only valid at the time and in the form obtained
from the LANDATA REGD TM System. The State of Victoria accepts no
responsibility for any subsequent release, publication or reproduction
of the information.
HISTORICAL SEARCH STATEMENT
Land Victoria
------------------------------------------------------------------------Produced 31/05/2016 05:00 PM
Volume 10452 Folio 212
Folio Creation: Created as a computer folio
Parent title Volume 10269 Folio 426
RECORD OF ALTS DEALINGS
----------------------Date Lodged for
Registration

Date Recorded
on Register

Dealing

Imaged

Dealing Type and
Details

23/06/1999

23/06/1999

V979920L

Y

RECTIFICATION
COFT FOR RESERVE 1
PRODUCED

RECORD OF VOTS DEALINGS
----------------------Date Lodged for
Registration

Date Recorded
on Register

Dealing

Imaged

30/09/2005

05/10/2005

PS532099K

Y

PLAN OF SUBDIVISION, SUBDIVISION ACT 1988
Cancelled by PS532099K

STATEMENT END

Volume 10452 Folio 212
124015611796K
Produced 05/10/2005 04:25 pm

LAND DESCRIPTION
---------------Reserve 1 on Plan of Subdivision 407463Q.
PARENT TITLE Volume 10269 Folio 426
Created by instrument PS407463Q 16/06/1998
REGISTERED PROPRIETOR
---------------------

Estate Fee Simple
Sole Proprietor
MELBOURNE WATER CORPORATION
PS407463Q 16/06/1998
ENCUMBRANCES, CAVEATS AND NOTICES
--------------------------------Any encumbrances created by Section 98 Transfer of Land Act 1958 or Section
24 Subdivision Act 1988 and any other encumbrances shown or entered on the
plan set out under DIAGRAM LOCATION below.
DIAGRAM LOCATION
---------------SEE PS407463Q FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND BOUNDARIES
Delivered from the Landata ® System by SAI Global Property Division Pty Ltd
Delivered at 31/05/2016, for Order Number 36969474. Your reference: 913.1.

VIC LANDATA - Title History Historical Search

Copyright State of Victoria. This publication is copyright.
No part may be reproduced by any process except in accordance with
the provisions of the Copyright Act and for the purposes of Section
32 of the Sale of Land Act 1962 or pursuant to a written agreement.
The information is only valid at the time and in the form obtained
from the LANDATA REGD TM System. The State of Victoria accepts no
responsibility for any subsequent release, publication or reproduction
of the information.
HISTORICAL SEARCH STATEMENT
Land Victoria
------------------------------------------------------------------------Produced 31/05/2016 04:56 PM
Volume 10388 Folio 123
Folio Creation: Created as a computer folio
Parent title Volume 10269 Folio 426
RECORD OF ALTS DEALINGS
----------------------Date Lodged for
Registration

Date Recorded
on Register

Dealing

Imaged

Dealing Type and
Details

RECORD OF VOTS DEALINGS
----------------------Date Lodged for
Registration

Date Recorded
on Register

Dealing

Imaged

01/12/2004

01/12/2004

AD278339H

Y

RECTIFICATION MODIFY DEALING TYPE
CAVEAT as to part U816430S 11/06/1997
Caveator
Capacity
Lodged by
Notices to
01/12/2004

01/12/2004

AD278340Y

Y

RECTIFICATION MODIFY CAVEAT
CAVEAT U816430S 11/06/1997
Caveator
EASTERN ENERGY LIMITED
Capacity SEE CAVEAT
Lodged by
MACPHERSON & KELLY
Notices to
EASTERN ENERGY LIMITED of 452 FLINDERS STREET MELBOURNE VIC 3000
14/11/2005

30/11/2005

Cancelled by PC367992T

STATEMENT END

PC367992T

Y

Volume 10388 Folio 123
124012517117R
Produced 01/12/2004 02:58 pm

LAND DESCRIPTION
---------------Lot 2 on Plan of Subdivision 407463Q.
PARENT TITLE Volume 10269 Folio 426
Created by instrument PS407463Q 16/06/1998
REGISTERED PROPRIETOR
--------------------Estate Fee Simple
Sole Proprietor
MONASH UNIVERSITY of WELLINGTON ROAD CLAYTON 3168
PS407463Q 16/06/1998
ENCUMBRANCES, CAVEATS AND NOTICES
--------------------------------CAVEAT U816430S 11/06/1997
Any encumbrances created by Section 98 Transfer of Land Act 1958 or Section
24 Subdivision Act 1988 and any other encumbrances shown or entered on the
plan set out under DIAGRAM LOCATION below.
DIAGRAM LOCATION
---------------SEE PS407463Q FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND BOUNDARIES
Delivered from the Landata ® System by SAI Global Property Division Pty Ltd
Delivered at 31/05/2016, for Order Number 36969290. Your reference: 913.1.

VIC LANDATA - Title History Historical Search

Copyright State of Victoria. This publication is copyright.
No part may be reproduced by any process except in accordance with
the provisions of the Copyright Act and for the purposes of Section
32 of the Sale of Land Act 1962 or pursuant to a written agreement.
The information is only valid at the time and in the form obtained
from the LANDATA REGD TM System. The State of Victoria accepts no
responsibility for any subsequent release, publication or reproduction
of the information.
HISTORICAL SEARCH STATEMENT
Land Victoria
------------------------------------------------------------------------Produced 31/05/2016 04:56 PM
Volume 10388 Folio 122
Folio Creation: Created as a computer folio
Parent title Volume 10269 Folio 426
RECORD OF ALTS DEALINGS
----------------------Date Lodged for
Registration

Date Recorded
on Register

Dealing

Imaged

Dealing Type and
Details

25/08/1998

21/09/1998

V605620H

Y

TRANSFER
SOUTHERN HEALTH CARE
NETWORK

20/10/2000

24/08/2001

X110611H

Y

DISPOSITION
SOUTHERN HEALTH

RECORD OF VOTS DEALINGS
----------------------Date Lodged for
Registration

Date Recorded
on Register

Dealing

Imaged

16/08/2005

16/08/2005

AD814201E

Y

TRANSFER OF LAND BY ENDORSEMENT
FROM:
SOUTHERN HEALTH
TO:
MONASH UNIVERSITY
RESULTING PROPRIETORSHIP:
Estate Fee Simple
Sole Proprietor
MONASH UNIVERSITY of WELLINGTON ROAD CLAYTON VIC 3168
AD814201E 16/08/2005
14/11/2005

30/11/2005

Cancelled by PC367992T

STATEMENT END

PC367992T

Y

Volume 10388 Folio 122
124015092242S
Produced 16/08/2005 12:15 pm

LAND DESCRIPTION
---------------Lot 1 on Plan of Subdivision 407463Q.
PARENT TITLE Volume 10269 Folio 426
Created by instrument PS407463Q 16/06/1998
REGISTERED PROPRIETOR
--------------------Estate Fee Simple
Sole Proprietor
SOUTHERN HEALTH of 246 CLAYTON RD. CLAYTON 3168
X110611H 20/10/2000
ENCUMBRANCES, CAVEATS AND NOTICES
--------------------------------Any encumbrances created by Section 98 Transfer of Land Act 1958 or Section
24 Subdivision Act 1988 and any other encumbrances shown or entered on the
plan set out under DIAGRAM LOCATION below.
DIAGRAM LOCATION
---------------SEE PS407463Q FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND BOUNDARIES
Delivered from the Landata ® System by SAI Global Property Division Pty Ltd
Delivered at 31/05/2016, for Order Number 36969290. Your reference: 913.1.

VIC LANDATA - Title History Historical Search

Copyright State of Victoria. This publication is copyright.
No part may be reproduced by any process except in accordance with
the provisions of the Copyright Act and for the purposes of Section
32 of the Sale of Land Act 1962 or pursuant to a written agreement.
The information is only valid at the time and in the form obtained
from the LANDATA REGD TM System. The State of Victoria accepts no
responsibility for any subsequent release, publication or reproduction
of the information.
HISTORICAL SEARCH STATEMENT
Land Victoria
------------------------------------------------------------------------Produced 31/05/2016 05:00 PM
Volume 10269 Folio 426
Folio Creation: Created as paper folio continued as computer folio
RECORD OF ALTS DEALINGS
----------------------Date Lodged for
Registration

Date Recorded
on Register

Dealing

Imaged

Dealing Type and
Details

16/06/1998

16/06/1998

PS407463Q

Y

Cancelled by
PS407463Q

Dealing

Imaged

RECORD OF VOTS DEALINGS
----------------------Date Lodged for
Registration

Date Recorded
on Register

STATEMENT END
Delivered from the Landata ® System by SAI Global Property Division Pty Ltd
Delivered at 31/05/2016, for Order Number 36969474. Your reference: 913.1.

Appendix C
Site History
Documentation

EPA Priority Sites
Register Extract

Client:

Peter J Ramsay and Associates
10 222 Kings Way
South Melbourne 3205

Client Ref: 913.1
Certificate No: 36976906:60522930

Property Inquiry Details:
Street Address: 76 Clyde Road
Suburb: BERWICK
Map Reference: Melways Edition 39, Map No:111, Grid Letter: B, Grid Number: 9
Date of Search: 01/06/2016
Priority Sites Register Report:
A search of the Priority Sites Register for the above map reference, has indicated that this site is not listed on, and is not in the vicinity of a site
listed on the Priority Sites Register at the date last notified by the EPA.
Important Information about the Priority Sites Register:
You should be aware that the Priority Sites Register lists only those sites for which EPA has requirements for active management of land and
groundwater contamination. Appropriate clean up and management of these sites is an EPA priority, and as such, EPA has issued either a: Clean Up
Notice pursuant to section 62A, or a Pollution Abatement Notice (related to land and groundwater) pursuant to section 31A or 31B of the Environment
Protection Act 1970 on the occupier of the site to require active management of these sites.
The Priority Sites Register does not list all sites that are known to be contaminated in Victoria. A site should not be presumed to be free of contamination
just because it does not appear on the Priority Sites Register.
Persons intending to enter into property transactions should be aware that many properties may have been contaminated by past land uses and EPA
may not be aware of the presence of contamination. Municipal planning authorities hold information about previous land uses, and it is advisable that
such sources of information also be consulted.
For sites listed on the Priority Sites Register, a copy of the relevant Notice, detailing the reasons for issue of the Notice, and management requirements,
is available on request from EPA for $8 per Notice.
For more information relating to the Priority Sites Register, refer to EPA information bulletin: Priority Sites Register (EPA Publication 735, December
2000). For a copy of this publication, copies of relevant Notices, of for more information relating to sites listed on the Priority Sites Register, please contact
EPA as given below:
EPA Information Centre
200 Victoria Street, Carlton 3053
Tel: (03) 9695 2722 Fax: (03) 9695 2610
The information contained in this Extract of the Priority Sites Register may not be used for resale or for the preparation of mailing lists or for direct
marketing. Any contravention of this notice will result in immediate revocation of access (including future access) to information contained on the Priority
Sites Register.
© Environment Protection Authority. This publication is copyright and the information contained within it is confidential to the Environment Protection
Authority. No part may be reproduced by any process except in accordance with the provisions of the Copyright Act or pursuant to a written agreement or
otherwise for the purposes of processing the property transaction for which the information was acquired.
The Environment Protection Authority does not warrant the accuracy or completeness of information in this Extract and any person using or relying upon
such information does so on the basis that the Environment Protection Authority shall bear no responsibility or liability whatsoever for any errors, faults,
defects or omissions in the information.
The information contained in this document has been sourced from the Environment Protection Authority who provides the Priority Sites Register
information based only on the map reference entered when ordering this extract. Please ensure that you have used the correct edition of the directory and
have entered the map reference correctly. SAI Global Property Division Pty Ltd does not warrant the accuracy or completeness of information provided by
the EPA and therefore expressly disclaim liability arising from the use of this information.

Page 1 of 1
SAI Global Property Division Pty Ltd ACN 089 586 872 ABN 15 115 133 152
224-226 Normanby Road, Southbank 3006 PO BOX 447, South Melbourne 3205 DX: 332 Melbourne Tel: 9278 1166 Fax: 9278 1167

Date:

6 June 2016

Attention:

Ross Damiani

Company:

Peter J Ramsay and Associates

From:

Gerardine Horgan (Administrative Officer)

SITE SEARCH: 76, 76T, 77T and 100 Clyde Road AND 120 Enterprise Avenue,
Berwick, 3806
120 Enterprise Avenue is on the south side, at the end of the road and encompasses The Monash
University (Berwick Campus) and Nossal High School. It is bounded by the Pakenham Railway
line to the north, Clyde Road to the east, and the Monash Freeway to the south and west. 76 Clyde
Road is currently the site of a Medical Centre. 100 Clyde Road is the site of the Monash University
(Berwick Campus).
Berwick is not listed in the Sands and McDougall Directory of Victoria.
Prior to 1906, the site was known as Melville Park. It had been owned by Captain John Gardiner,
and was used as a stud, and for cropping.
‘Edrington’ was built in 1906 for the West Australian pastoralist Samuel McKay. Andrew
Chirnside purchased the property in 1910, and renamed the property ‘Edrington’. It comprised over
1000 acres. The property passed to Maie Casey, and Rupert Ryan in 1934.
In 1938 the site was the location for Casey Airfield. The airfield was established by Colonel Rupert
Ryan, who owned the ‘Edrington’ property with his sister, Lady Casey. Lady Maie Casey was an
Australian pioneer aviator. Lord Casey (Governor General of Australia and member of House of
Representatives) used the airfield to fly his Perceval Gull monoplane to Canberra.
From 1948 – 1960s the airfield was also used by the Victorian Motorless Flight Group for gliding.
The airfield continued to operate until it was closed in 1994, when it was announced that the
Berwick Campus of the Monash University was to be built on the site. Construction of the
university commenced in 1996. When the airfield was established, Berwick was a small country
town. It is now a thriving outer suburb of south east Melbourne.

Research by Glenda Beckley

Tel: (03) 9326 9288
Fax: (03) 9326 9477
Email: office@historyvictoria.org.au ABN 36 520 675 471
Reg. No: A2529
Find out more about us on our website: www.historyvictoria.org.au

The content of the Royal Historical Society of Victoria Inc. ("RHSV") report is provided for information purposes only.
While the RHSV attempts to ensure accuracy and reliability of the information contained in the report, the RHSV makes no
guarantee, warranty or promise, express or implied, concerning the accuracy, completeness or authenticity of the content of
the report. If any liability may not be excluded by operation of the Trade Practices Act 1974, at the RHSV's option, liability
is strictly limited to the supplying of the services again or the payment of the cost of having the services supplied again. To
the fullest extent permitted by law, the RHSV does not accept any liability or responsibility to any person for the information
(or the use of such information) which is provided in this report or incorporated into it by reference.The RHSV expressly
disclaims all and any liability and responsibility to any person in respect of the consequences of anything done or omitted to
be done by such person in reliance, whether wholly or partially, of this report. The information in the report is provided on
the basis that all persons accessing the report undertake responsibility for making their own inquiries with respect to the
relevance and accuracy of its content.

Tel: (03) 9326 9288
Fax: (03) 9326 9477
Email: office@historyvictoria.org.au ABN 36 520 675 471
Reg. No: A2529
Find out more about us on our website: www.historyvictoria.org.au

Ross Damiani
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

graeme anthony dodson <tonydod@bigpond.com>
Saturday, 25 June 2016 1:40 PM
Ross Damiani
Emailing: Untitled-Scanned-02.jpg
Untitled-Scanned-02.jpg; Untitled-Scanned-02.jpg

Sorry to be so long replying but I was hoping to get more details. If they are forthcoming I will send them. I have
attached pages from Early Days of Berwick written in 1942 by a Berwick historian - Norman Beaumont. I think
probably the land in question passed directly from the Buchanans to whoever owned Casey Airport. A man named
Hatfield had much to do with the airport. One of the Buchanans was a member of Parliament. I do not have access to
the rate books. They are held at Narre Warren library.
Regards
Audrey J. Dodson (Hon. Sec. Berwick Pakenham Historical Soc.)

Your message is ready to be sent with the following file or link attachments:
Untitled-Scanned-02.jpg

No
te: To protect against computer viruses, e-mail
programs may prevent sending or receiving certain types of file attachments. Check your e-mail security
settings to determine how attachments are handled.

1

2 June, 2016

To:

Mr. Ross Damiani
Peter J Ramsay & Associates Pty Ltd

Ph:

9690 0522

SEARCH FOR CATHODIC PROTECTION DEVICES

With reference to your email of 31/05/2016, a search of the CP database has
failed to identify any cathodic protection systems that have been registered at the
following locations:




100 Clyde Road, Berwick; and
120 Enterprise Avenue, Berwick, Victoria, 3806.

Yours sincerely

Peter Wade
MANAGER ELECTROLYSIS MITIGATION
Disclaimer
Energy Safe Victoria provides this information in good faith, but cannot guarantee the accuracy or
validate the information provided. The Cathodic Protection (CP) database is a register of currently
operating Cathodic Protection systems in Victoria and was established in 1970. The CP database
is administered under the Electricity Safety Act 1998 and the Electricity Safety (Cathodic
Protection) Regulations 2009.
Some underground fuel tanks may not be listed in the CP database including: if the tank is not
metallic (therefore not requiring CP); the tank is metallic but CP was not installed; the CP system
was not registered, or the CP system has been de-commissioned.
If you believe underground tanks may be present and not shown on ESV’s database you should
conduct your own tests and investigations.

Appendix D
Historic Aerial
Photographs

Site

Aerial Photographs
1: 9,600

1959 Aerial Photograph of the Site and Surrounds

Approximate Scale
Berwick Campus Development,
Monash University, Clyde Road,
Berwick, Victoria

Source: Department of Environment, Land, Water and
Planning

Site

Aerial Photographs
1: 9,600

1968 Aerial Photograph of the Site and Surrounds

Approximate Scale
Berwick Campus Development,
Monash University, Clyde Road,
Berwick, Victoria

Source: Department of Environment, Land, Water and
Planning

Site

Aerial Photographs
1: 10,000

1975 Aerial Photograph of the Site and Surrounds

Approximate Scale
Berwick Campus Development,
Monash University, Clyde Road,
Berwick, Victoria

Source: Department of Environment, Land, Water and
Planning

Site

Aerial Photographs
1: 10,000

1984 Aerial Photograph of the Site and Surrounds

Approximate Scale
Berwick Campus Development,
Monash University, Clyde Road,
Berwick, Victoria

Source: Department of Environment, Land, Water and
Planning

Site

Aerial Photographs
1: 15,000

1991 Aerial Photograph of the Site and Surrounds

Approximate Scale
Berwick Campus Development,
Monash University, Clyde Road,
Berwick, Victoria

Source: Department of Environment, Land, Water and
Planning

